The drift-diffusion model of decision-making provides a framework to explain performance statistics of two-alternative perceptual decision-making tasks. In addition, the cortical activity of rhesus monkeys performing these tasks has been observed to stochastically fluctuate until a threshold level of activity is reached, implying a neuronal implementation of this decision-making paradigm \[[@B1]\].

The observed ramping of activity is hypothesized to represent the accumulation of sensory evidence over timescales much longer than those of the underlying cortical hardware. One proposed mechanism to implement this short-term cortical memory is by a self-excitatory recurrent neural integrator \[[@B2]\]. However, it has been observed that naïve excitatory recurrent circuits require extremely fine-tuning to accurately integrate an input signal \[[@B3]\].

We investigated the consequences of implementing a short-term evidence accumulation circuit via a recurrent network designed to be robust to mistuning in the global self-excitation parameter \[[@B4]\], \[[@B5]\]. Following the approach of previous work, we derived a firing rate model for the dynamics of the integrator parameterized by biophysically relevant quantities. In particular, a single piecewise-defined ordinary differential equation models the average firing rate activity of a number of bistable sub-populations exhibiting hysteresis.

A major consequence of this robust integration scheme is the exclusion of instantaneous sensory evidence that does not sufficiently favor one alternative over the other. In particular, if stimulus is below a certain evidence-exclusion threshold, average integrator activity does not change. This evidence exclusion mechanism reveals a potential *performance tradeoff* between gaining robustness to mistuning on one hand, but ignoring potentially relevant information on the other.

To our surprise, we find that a surprisingly large fraction of sensory evidence can be ignored before decision-making performance is compromised. To explain this observation, we derived equations that describe a hierarchy of sequential hypothesis tests that vary in their evidence-exclusion threshold. These models yield quantitative predictions of how decision-making performance is diminished as model robustness is increased.

We conclude that for a fixed task difficulty and a constant decision threshold, a substantial fraction of the stimulus can be ignored before error rates or reaction times increase, if decision boundaries are modified appropriately. This observation implies that an evidence-accumulating neural integrator circuit robust to feedback mistuning might be able to underlie perceptual decision-making, without a strong compromise in performance.
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